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A BSTRACT. A GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure) is a metaheuristic for producing good-quality solutions of combinatorial optimization problems. It is usually implemented with a construction procedure based on a greedy randomized algorithm
followed by local search. In this Chapter, we survey parallel implementations of GRASP.
We describe simple strategies to implement independent parallel GRASP heuristics and
more complex cooperative schemes using a pool of elite solutions to intensify the search
process. Some applications of independent and cooperative parallelizations are presented
in detail.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Metaheuristics are high level procedures that coordinate simple heuristics, such as local
search, to find solutions that are of better quality than those found by the simple heuristics
alone. One such metaheuristic is GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure) [23, 24, 26, 55]. A GRASP is a multi-start procedure, where each iteration usually
consists of two phases: construction and local search. The construction phase produces a
feasible solution that is used as the starting point for local search. The multi-start procedure
returns the best local optimum found.
In the GRASP construction phase, a feasible solution is built, one element at a time.
For example, a spanning tree is built one edge at a time; a schedule is built one operation
at a time; and a clique is built one vertex at a time. The set of candidate elements is made
up of those elements that can be added to the current solution under construction without
causing infeasibilities. When building a spanning tree, for example, the candidate elements
are those yet unselected edges whose inclusion in the solution does not result in a cycle.
A candidate element is evaluated by a greedy function that measures the local benefit of
including that element in the partially constructed solution. The value-based restricted
candidate list (RCL) is made up of candidate elements having a greedy function value at
least as good as a specified threshold. The next element to be included in the solution is
selected at random from the RCL. Its inclusion in the solution alters the greedy function
and the set of candidate elements used to determine the next RCL. The construction procedure terminates when the set of candidate elements is empty, obtaining a feasible solution.
Algorithm 1 shows a GRASP in pseudo-code form, where the objective function f (x) is
minimized over the set X. The GRASP runs for MaxIterations iterations. The best
solution returned is x∗ , with f (x∗ ) = f ∗ .
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Data : Number of iterations MaxIterations
Result : Solution x∗ ∈ X
f ∗ ← ∞;
for i = 1, . . . , imax do
x ← GreedyRandomizedConstruction();
x ← LocalSearch(x);
if f (x) < f ∗ then
f ∗ ← f (x);
x∗ ← x;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of a basic GRASP for minimization.
Local search makes use of the concept of solution neighborhood. A local search algorithm successively replaces the current solution by a better solution in its neighborhood,
if one exists. It terminates with a locally optimal solution when there is no better solution
in the neighborhood. Since the solutions generated by a GRASP construction phase are
usually sub-optimal, local search almost always improves the constructed solution.
GRASP has been used to find quality solutions for a wide range of combinatorial optimization problems [26, 27]. Many extensions and improvements with respect to the
GRASP introduced in [23, 24] have been proposed. Many of these extensions consist
in the hybridization of the method with other methaheuristics.
Parallel computers have increasingly found their way into metaheuristics [16, 20]. Most
of the parallel implementations of GRASP found in the literature consist in either partitioning the search space or partitioning the GRASP iterations and assigning each partition to a
processor [6, 7, 25, 19, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 46, 47, 51]. GRASP is applied to each partition in
parallel. These implementations can be categorized as multiple-walk independent-thread
[16, 67], where the communication among processors during GRASP iterations is limited
to the detection of program termination,
Recently, there has been much work on hydridization of GRASP and path-relinking
[57]. Parallel approaches for GRASP with path-relinking can be categorized as multiplewalk independent-thread or multiple-walk cooperative-thread [16, 67], where processors
share information on elite solutions visited during previous GRASP iterations. Examples
of parallel GRASP with path-relinking can be found in [2, 4, 14, 42, 60].
In this Chapter, we present a survey of parallel GRASP heuristics. In Section 2, we
consider multiple-walk independent-thread strategies. Multiple-walk cooperative-thread
strategies are examined in Section 3. Some applications of parallel GRASP and parallel GRASP with path-relinking are surveyed in Section 4. In Section 5, we make some
concluding remarks.
2. M ULTIPLE - WALK INDEPENDENT- THREAD STRATEGIES
Most parallel implementations of GRASP follow the multiple-walk independent-thread
strategy, based on the distribution of the iterations over the processors. In general, each
search thread has to perform MaxIterations/p iterations, where p and MaxIterations
are, respectively, the number of processors and the total number of iterations. Each processor has a copy of the sequential algorithm, a copy of the problem data, and an independent
seed to generate its own pseudorandom number sequence. To avoid that the processors find
the same solutions, each of them must use a different sequence of pseudorandom numbers.
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A single global variable is required to store the best solution found over all processors.
One of the processors acts as the master, reading and distributing problem data, generating
the seeds which will be used by the pseudorandom number generators at each processor,
distributing the iterations, and collecting the best solution found by each processor. Since
the iterations are completely independent and very little information is exchanged, linear
speedups are easily obtained provided that no major load imbalance problems occur. The
iterations may be evenly distributed over the processors or according with their demands,
to improve load balancing.
Pardalos, Pitsoulis, and Resende [46] reported on results of a parallel GRASP for the
quadratic assignment problem on a Kendall Square Research KSR-1 parallel computer
with 128 processors. The implementation used the pthread mechanism, a lightweight
process that is the fundamental unit of concurrency on the KSR-1 [36]. Each pthread
executes on a separate processor and has its own memory. Twenty instances from the
QAPLIB [13] were run for 1000 GRASP iterations on each of 64 single processors. For
each instance, the best solution found over all processors was used as the stopping criterion
for solving the instance on 54, 44, 34, 24, 14, 4, and 1 processors. Speedups were computed
by averaging the running times of all instances.
Pardalos, Pitsoulis, and Resende [47] implemented a parallel GRASP for the MAX-SAT
problem on a cluster of SUN-SPARC 10 workstations, sharing the same file system, with
communication done using the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [30] software package.
Each instance was run on a parallel GRASP using 1, 5, 10, and 15 processors, with a
maximum number of iterations of 1000, 200, 100, and 66, respectively. The amount of
CPU time required to perform the specified number of iterations, and the best solution
found were recorded. Since communication was kept to a minimum, linear speedups were
expected. Figure 1 shows individual speedups as well as average speedups for these runs.
Figure 2 shows that the average quality of the solution found was not greatly affected by
the number of processors used.
Martins et al. [43] implemented a parallel GRASP for the Steiner problem in graphs.
Parallelization is achieved by the distribution of 512 iterations over the processors, with the
value of the RCL parameter α randomly chosen in the interval [0.0, 0.3] at each iteration.
The algorithm was tested on an IBM SP-2 machine with 32 processors, using the Message
Passing Interface (MPI) library [65] for communication. The 60 problems from series C,
D, and E of the OR-Library [10] were used for the computational experiments. The parallel
implementation obtained 45 optimal solutions over the 60 test instances. The relative deviation with respect to the optimal value was never larger than 4%. Almost-linear speedups
observed for 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors with respect to the sequential implementation are
illustrated in Figure 3.
Path-relinking may also be used in conjunction with parallel implementations of GRASP.
In the case of the multiple-walk independent-thread implementation described by Aiex et
al. [4] for the 3-index assignment problem and Aiex, Binato, and Resende [2] for the job
shop scheduling problem, each processor applies path-relinking to pairs of elite solutions
stored in a local pool. Computational results using MPI on an SGI Challenge computer
with 28 R10000 processors showed linear speedups for the 3-index assignment problem,
but sub-linear for the job shop scheduling problem.
Alvim and Ribeiro [6, 7] showed that multiple-walk independent-thread approaches for
the parallelization of GRASP may benefit much from load balancing techniques, whenever
heterogeneous processors are used or if the parallel machine is simultaneously shared by
several users. In this case, almost-linear speedups may be obtained with a heterogeneous
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F IGURE 1. Average speedups on 5, 10, and 15 processors for maximum
satisfiability problems.

distribution of the iterations over the p processors in q ≥ p packets. Each processor starts
performing one packet of dMaxIterations/qe iterations and informs the master when it
finishes its packet of iterations. The master stops the execution of each slave processor
when there are no more iterations to be performed and collects the best solution found.
Faster or less loaded processors will perform more iterations than the others. In the case of
the parallel GRASP implemented for the problem of traffic assignment described in [49],
this dynamic load balancing strategy allowed reductions in the elapsed times of up to 15%
with respect to the times observed for the static strategy, in which the iterations were uniformly distributed over the processors.
The efficiency of multiple-walk independent-thread parallel implementations of metaheuristics, based on running multiple copies of the same sequential algorithm, has been
addressed by some authors. A given target value τ for the objective function is broadcast
to all processors which independently execute the sequential algorithm. All processors
halt immediately after one of them finds a solution with value at least as good as τ. The
speedup is given by the ratio between the times needed to find a solution with value at least
as good as τ, using respectively the sequential algorithm and the parallel implementation
with p processors. These speedups are linear for a number of metaheuristics, including
simulated annealing [18, 45]; iterated local search algorithms for the traveling salesman
problem [21]; tabu search, provided that the search starts from a local optimum [9, 66]; and
WalkSAT [64] on hard random 3-SAT problems [35]. This observation can be explained
if the random variable time to find a solution within some target value is exponentially
distributed, as indicated by the following proposition [67]:
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F IGURE 2. Percentage error on 1, 5, 10, and 15 processors for maximum
satisfiability problems.

Proposition 1: Let Pρ (t) be the probability of not having found a given target solution value
in t time units with ρ independent processes. If P1 (t) = e−t/λ with λ ∈ IR+ , corresponding
to an exponential distribution, then Pρ (t) = e−ρt/λ .
This proposition follows from the definition of the exponential distribution. It implies
that the probability 1 − e−ρt/λ of finding a solution within a given target value in time ρt
with a sequential algorithm is equal to the probability of finding a solution at least as good
as that in time t using ρ independent parallel processors. Hence, it is possible to achieve
linear speedups in the time to find a solution within a target value by multiple independent
processors. An analogous proposition can be stated for a two parameter (shifted) exponential distribution:
Proposition 2: Let Pρ (t) be the probability of not having found a given target solution value
in t time units with ρ independent processors. If P1 (t) = e−(t−µ)/λ with λ ∈ IR+ and µ ∈ IR+ ,
corresponding to a two parameter exponential distribution, then Pρ (t) = e−ρ(t−µ)/λ.
Analogously, this proposition follows from the definition of the two-parameter exponential distribution. It implies that the probability of finding a solution within a given target
value in time ρt with a sequential algorithm is equal to 1 − e−(ρt−µ)/λ , while the probability of finding a solution at least as good as that in time t using ρ independent parallel
processors is 1 − e−ρ(t−µ)/λ. If µ = 0, then both probabilities are equal and correspond to
the non-shifted exponential distribution. Furthermore, if ρµ  λ, then the two probabilities
are approximately equal and it is possible to approximately achieve linear speedups in the
time to find a solution within a target value using multiple independent processors.
Aiex, Resende, and Ribeiro [5] showed experimentally that the solution times for GRASP
also have this property, i.e. that they fit a two-parameter exponential distribution. Figure 4
illustrates this result, depicting the superimposed empirical and theoretical distributions
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F IGURE 3. Average speedups on 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors on Steiner
tree problem in graphs.
observed for one of the cases studied along the computational experiments reported by
the authors, which involved 2400 runs of GRASP procedures for each of five different
problems: maximum independent set [25, 51], quadratic assignment [39, 52], graph planarization [54, 59], maximum weighted satisfiability [53], and maximum covering [50].
We observe that the empirical distribution plots illustrating these conclusions were originally introduced by Feo, Resende, and Smith [25]. Empirical distributions are produced
from experimental data and corresponding theoretical distributions are estimated from the
empirical distributions. The same result still holds when GRASP is implemented in conjunction with a post-optimization path-relinking procedure [4].
A quantile-quantile plot (Q-Q plot) and a plot showing the empirical and the theoretical distributions of the random variable time to target value for the sequential GRASP
and GRASP with path-relinking for the three-index assignment problem [4] are shown in
Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Analogously, Figures 7 and 8 show the same plots for the
job-shop scheduling problem [2]. These plots are computed by running the algorithms for
200 independent runs. Each run ends when the algorithm finds a solution with value less
than or equal to a specified target value. Each running time is recorded and the times are
sorted in increasing order. We associate with the i-th sorted running time (t i ) a probability pi = (i − 12 )/200, and plot the points zi = (ti , pi ), for i = 1, . . . , 200 as the empirical
distribution.
Following Chambers et al. [15], one determines the theoretical quantile-quantile plot
for the data to estimate the parameters of the two-parameter exponential distribution. To
describe Q-Q plots, recall that the cumulative distribution function for the two-parameter
exponential distribution is given by
F(t) = 1 − e−(t−µ)/λ,
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F IGURE 4. Superimposed empirical and theoretical distributions (times
to target values measured in seconds on an SGI Challenge computer with
28 processors).
where λ is the mean and standard deviation of the distribution data and µ is the shift of
the distribution with respect to the ordinate axis. For each value p i , i = 1, . . . , 200, we
associate a pi -quantile Qt(pi ) of the theoretical distribution. For each pi -quantile we have,
by definition, that
F((Qt(pi )) = pi .
Hence, Qt(pi ) = F −1 (pi ) and therefore, for the two-parameter exponential distribution, we
have
Qt(pi ) = −λ ln(1 − pi ) + µ.
The quantiles of the data of an empirical distribution are simply the (sorted) raw data.
A theoretical quantile-quantile plot (or theoretical Q-Q plot) is obtained by plotting
the quantiles of the data of an empirical distribution against the quantiles of a theoretical
distribution. This involves three steps. First, the data (in this case, the measured times) are
sorted in ascending order. Second, the quantiles of the theoretical exponential distribution
are obtained. Finally, a plot of the data against the theoretical quantiles is made.
When the theoretical distribution is a close approximation of the empirical distribution,
the points in the Q-Q plot will have a nearly straight configuration. If the parameters λ
and µ of the theoretical distribution that best fits the measured data could be estimated a
priori, the points in a Q-Q plot would tend to follow the line x = y. Alternatively, in a plot
of the data against a two-parameter exponential distribution with λ0 = 1 and µ0 = 0, the
points would tend to follow the line y = λx + µ. Consequently, parameters λ and µ of the
two-parameter exponential distribution can be estimated, respectively, by the slope and the
intercept of the line depicted in the Q-Q plot.
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F IGURE 5. Q-Q plot and exponential distribution for GRASP for the
three-index assignment problem: instance B-S 26.1 with target value of
17.
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F IGURE 6. Q-Q plot and exponential distribution for GRASP with pathrelinking for the three-index assignment problem: instance B-S 26.1
with target value of 17.
To avoid possible distortions caused by outliers, one does not estimate the distribution
mean by linear regression on the points of the Q-Q plot. Instead, one estimates the slope λ̂
of line y = λx + µ using the upper quartile qu and lower quartile ql of the data. The upper
and lower quartiles are, respectively, the Q( 14 ) and Q( 34 ) quantiles, respectively. Let
λ̂ = (zu − zl )/(qu − ql )
be an estimate of the slope, where zu and zl are the u-th and l-th points of the ordered
measured times, respectively. These estimates are used to plot the theoretical distributions
on the plots on the right side of the figures.
The lines above and below the estimated line on the Q-Q plots correspond to plus and
minus one standard deviation in the vertical direction from the line fitted to the plot. This
superimposed variability information is used to analyze the straightness of the Q-Q plots.
Aiex and Resende [3] proposed a test using a sequential implementation to determine
whether it is likely that a parallel implementation using multiple independent processors
will be efficient. A parallel implementation is said to be efficient if it achieves linear
speedup (with respect to wall time) to find a solution at least as good as a given target
value. The test consists in running K (200, for example) independent trials of the sequential
program to build a Q-Q plot and estimate the parameters µ and λ of the shifted exponential
distribution. If ρ|µ|  λ, then we predict that the parallel implementation will be efficient.
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F IGURE 7. Q-Q plot and exponential distribution for GRASP for the job
shop scheduling problem: instance orb5 with target value of 910.
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F IGURE 8. Q-Q plot and exponential distribution for GRASP with pathrelinking for the job shop scheduling problem: instance orb5 with target
value of 895.
3. M ULTIPLE - WALK COOPERATIVE - THREAD

STRATEGIES

Path-relinking has been implemented with GRASP in multiple-walk independent-thread
strategies [4]. In this section, however, we focus on the use of path-relinking as a mechanism for implementing GRASP in the multiple-walk cooperative-thread strategies framework. We first briefly outline path-relinking and its hybridization with GRASP. Then, we
discuss how cooperation among the threads can be achieved by using path-relinking.
Path-relinking was originally proposed by Glover [31] as a strategy to explore trajectories connecting elite solutions obtained by tabu search or scatter search [32, 33, 34]. Paths
in the solution space connecting pairs of elite solutions are explored in the search for better
solutions. Each pair consists of a starting solution and a guiding solution. Paths emanating
from the starting solution are generated by applying moves that introduce in the current
solution attributes that are present in the guiding solution.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the path-relinking procedure applied between
the starting and guiding solutions. The procedure first computes the symmetric difference
∆(xs , xt ) between the two solutions, which defines the moves needed to reach the guiding
solution (xt ) from the initial solution (xs ). A path of neighboring solutions is generated
linking xs and xt . The best solution x∗ in this path is returned. At each step, all moves
m ∈ ∆(x, xt ) from the current solution x are examined and the one which results in the least
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Data : Starting solution xs and guiding solution xt
Result : Best solution x∗ in path from xs to xt
Compute symmetric difference ∆(xs , xt );
f ∗ ← min{ f (xs ), f (xt )};
x∗ ← argmin{ f (xs ), f (xt )};
x ← xs ;
while ∆(x, xt ) 6= 0/ do
m∗ ← argmin{ f (x ⊕ m) : m ∈ ∆(x, xt )};
∆(x ⊕ m∗ , xt ) ← ∆(x, xt ) \ {m∗};
x ← x ⊕ m∗ ;
if f (x) < f ∗ then
f ∗ ← f (x);
x∗ ← x;
end
end
Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code of path-relinking from starting solution x s to guiding
solution xt .

cost solution is selected, i.e. the move that minimizes f (x ⊕ m), where x ⊕ m is the solution
resulting from applying move m to solution x. The best move m ∗ is made, producing
solution x ⊕ m∗ . This move is taken out of the set of available moves. If necessary, the best
/
solution x∗ is updated. The procedure terminates when xt is reached, i.e. when ∆(x, xt ) = 0.
The use of path-relinking within a GRASP procedure was first proposed by Laguna and
Martı́ [37]. It was followed by several extensions, improvements, and successful applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 14, 22, 56, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62].
In its hybridization with GRASP, path-relinking is usually applied to pairs (x, y) of
solutions, where x is a locally optimal solution produced by each GRASP iteration after
local search and y is an elite solution randomly chosen from a pool with a limited number
MaxElite of elite solutions found along the search. Since the symmetric difference is a
measure of the length of the path explored during relinking, a strategy biased toward pool
elements y with high symmetric difference with respect to x is often better than one using
uniform random selection [58].
The pool is originally empty. To maintain a pool of good but diverse solutions, each
locally optimal solution obtained by local search is considered as a candidate to be inserted
into the pool if it is sufficiently different from every solution in the pool. If the pool already
has MaxElite solutions and the candidate is better than the worst of them, then a simple
strategy is to have the former replace the latter. Another strategy, which tends to increase
the diversity of the pool, is to replace the pool element most similar to the candidate among
all pool elements with cost worse than the candidate’s. If the pool is not full, the candidate
is simply inserted.

Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo-code for a hybrid GRASP with path-relinking. Each
GRASP iteration has now three main steps. In the construction phase, a greedy randomized
construction procedure is used to build a feasible solution. The local search phase takes
the solution built in the first phase and progressively improves it using a neighborhood
search strategy, until a local minimum is found. In the path-relinking phase, path-relinking
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Data : Number of iterations MaxIterations
Result : Solution x∗ ∈ X
/
P ← 0;
f ∗ ← ∞;
for i = 1, . . . , imax do
x ← GreedyRandomizedConstruction();
x ← LocalSearch(x);
if i ≥ 2 then
Randomly select an elite subset Y ⊆ P to relink with x;
for y ∈ Y do
Set one of solutions x and y as the starting solution;
Set the other as the guiding solution;
x p ← PathRelinking(xs , xt );
Update the elite set P with x p ;
if f (x p ) < f ∗ then
f ∗ ← f (x p );
x∗ ← x p ;
end
end
end
end
x∗ = argmin{ f (x), x ∈ P};
Algorithm 3: A basic GRASP with path-relinking heuristic for minimization.
is applied to the solution obtained by local search and to a randomly selected solution from
the pool. The best solution found along this trajectory is also considered as a candidate for
insertion in the pool and the incumbent is updated.
Two basic mechanisms may be used to implement a multiple-walk cooperative-thread
GRASP with path-relinking heuristic. In distributed strategies [2, 3], each thread maintains its own pool of elite solutions. Each iteration of each thread consists initially of a
GRASP construction, followed by local search. Then, the local optimum is combined with
a randomly selected element of the thread’s pool using path-relinking. The output of pathrelinking is finally tested for insertion into the pool. If accepted for insertion, the solution
is sent to the other threads, where it is tested for insertion into the other pools. Collaboration takes place at this point. Though there may be some communication overhead in the
early iterations, this tends to ease up as pool insertions become less frequent.
The second mechanism is that used in centralized strategies [42, 60], in which a single
pool of elite solution is used. As before, each GRASP iteration performed at each thread
starts by the construction and local search phases. Next, an elite solution is requested to and
received from the centralized pool. Once path-relinking has been performed, the solution
obtained as the output is sent to the pool and tested for insertion. Collaboration takes place
when elite solutions are sent from the pool to other processors different from the one that
originally computed it.
We notice that, in both the distributed and the centralized strategies, each processor
has a copy of the sequential algorithm and a copy of the data. One processor acts as the
master, reading and distributing the problem data, generating the seeds which will be used
by the pseudo-random number generators at each processor, distributing the iterations, and
collecting the best solution found by each processor. In the case of a distributed strategy,
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each processor has its own pool of elite solutions and all available processors perform
GRASP iterations. Contrary to the case of a centralized strategy, one particular processor
does not perform GRASP iterations and is used exclusively to store the pool and to handle
all operations involving communication requests between the pool and the slaves. In the
next section, we describe three examples of parallel implementations of GRASP with pathrelinking.
4. S OME

PARALLEL

GRASP

IMPLEMENTATIONS

In this section, we describe a comparison of multiple-walk independent-thread and
multiple-walk cooperative-thread strategies for GRASP with path-relinking for the threeindex assignment problem [4], the job shop scheduling problem [2], and the 2-path network design problem [42, 60]. For each problem, we first state the problem and describe
the construction, local search, and path-relinking procedures. We then show numerical
results comparing the different parallel implementations.
The experiments described in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 were done on an SGI Challenge
computer (16 196-MHz MIPS R10000 processors and 12 194-MHz MIPS R10000 processors) with 7.6 Gb of memory. The algorithms were coded in Fortran and were compiled
with the SGI MIPSpro F77 compiler using flags -O3 -static -u. The parallel codes
used SGI’s Message Passing Toolkit 1.4, which contains a fully compliant implementation
of version 1.2 of the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) [65] specification. In the parallel
experiments, wall clock times were measured with the MPI function MPI WT. This was
also the case for runs with a single processor that are compared to multiple-processor runs.
Timing in the parallel runs excludes the time to read the problem data, to initialize the
random number generator seeds, and to output the solution.
In the experiments described in Subsection 4.3, both variants of the parallel GRASP
with path-relining heuristic were implemented in C (version egcs-2.91.66 of the gcc
compiler) and the MPI LAM 6.3.2 implementation. Computational experiments were performed on a cluster of 32 Pentium II 400MHz processors with 32 Mbytes of RAM memory
each, running under the Red Hat 6.2 implementation of Linux. Processors are connected
by a 10 Mbits/s IBM 8274 switch.
4.1. Three-index assignment.
4.1.1. Problem formulation. The NP-hard [28, 29] three-index assignment problem (AP3)
[48] is a straightforward extension of the classical two-dimensional assignment problem
and can be formulated as follows. Given three disjoint sets I, J, and K with |I| = |J| =
|K| = n and a weight ci jk associated with each ordered triplet (i, j, k) ∈ I × J × K, find
a minimum weight collection of n disjoint triplets (i, j, k) ∈ I × J × K. Another way to
formulate the AP3 is with permutations. There are n3 cost elements. The optimal solution
consists of the n smallest cost elements, such that the constraints are not violated. The
constraints are enforced if one assigns to each set I, J, and K, the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n and
none of the chosen triplets (i, j, k) is allowed to have the same value for indices i, j, and k
as another. The permutation-based formulation for the AP3 is
n

∑ cip(i)q(i),
p,q∈πN
min

i=1

where πN denotes the set of all permutations of the set of integers N = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
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4.1.2. GRASP construction. The construction phase selects n triplets, one at a time, to
form a three-index assignment S. The usual random choice in the interval [0, 1] for the
RCL parameter α is made at each iteration. The value remains constant during the entire
construction phase. Construction begins with an empty solution S. The initial set C of
candidate triplets consists of the set of all triplets. Let c and c denote, respectively, the
values of the smallest and largest cost triplets in C. All triplets (i, j, k) in the candidate set
C having cost ci jk ≤ c + α(c − c) are placed in the RCL. Triplet (i p , j p , k p ) ∈ C0 is chosen at
random and is added to the solution, i.e. S = S ∪ {(i p , j p , k p )}. Once (i p , j p , k p ) is selected,
any triplet (i, j, k) ∈ C such that i = i p or j = j p or k = k p is removed from C. After n − 1
triplets have been selected, the set C of candidate triplets contains one last triplet which is
added to S, thus completing the construction phase.
4.1.3. Local search. If the solution of the AP3 is represented by a pair of permutations
(p, q), then the solution space consists of all (n!)2 possible combinations of permutations.
If p is a permutation vector, then a 2-exchange permutation of p is a permutation vector
that results from swapping two elements in p. In the 2-exchange neighborhood scheme
used in this local search, the neighborhood of a solution (p, q) consists of all 2-exchange
permutations of p plus all 2-exchange permutations of q. In the local search, the cost of
each neighbor solution is compared with the cost of the current solution. If the cost of the
neighbor is lower, then the solution is updated, the search is halted, and a search in the
new neighborhood is initialized. The local search ends when no neighbor of the current
solution has a lower cost than the current solution.
4.1.4. Path-relinking. A solution of AP3 can be represented by two permutation arrays of
numbers 1, 2, . . . , n in sets J and K, respectively, as follows:
S = {(pS1 , pS2 , . . . , pSn ), (qS1 , qS2 , . . . , qSn )}.
Path-relinking is done between an initial solution
S = {(pS1 , pS2 , . . . , pSn ), (qS1 , qS2 , . . . , qSn )}
and a guiding solution
T = {(pT1 , pT2 , . . . , pTn ), (qT1 , qT2 , . . . , qTn )}.
Let the difference between S and T be defined by the two sets of indices
S
T
δS,T
p = {i = 1, . . . , n pi 6= pi },
S
T
δS,T
q = {i = 1, . . . , n qi 6= qi }.

During a path-relinking move, a permutation π (p or q) array in S, given by
(. . . , πSi , πSi+1 , . . . , πSj−1 , πSj , . . .),
is replaced by a permutation array
(. . . , πSj , πSi+1 , . . . , πSj−1 , πSi , . . .),
by exchanging permutation elements πSi and πSj , where i ∈ δπS,T and j ∈ {1, 2, . . ., n} are
such that πTj = πSi .
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TABLE 1. Estimated exponential distribution parameters µ and λ obtained with 200 independent runs of a sequential GRASP with pathrelinking on AP3 instances B-S 20.1, B-S 22.1, B-S 24.1, and
B-S 26.1, with target values 7, 8, 7, and 8, respectively.

Problem
B-S 20.1
B-S 22.1
B-S 24.1
B-S 26.1
average

estimated
parameter
µ
λ |µ|/λ
-26.46 1223.80 .021
-135.12 3085.32 .043
-16.76 4004.11 .004
32.12 2255.55 .014
.020

TABLE 2. Speedups for multiple-walk independent-thread implementations of GRASP with path-relinking on instances B-S 20.1, B-S 22.1,
B-S 24.1, and B-S 26.1, with target values 7, 8, 7, and 8, respectively.
Speedups are computed with the average of 60 runs.

Problem
B-S 20.1
B-S 22.1
B-S 24.1
B-S 26.1
average

number of processors
2
4
8
speedup effic. speedup effic. speedup
1.67 0.84
3.34 0.84
6.22
2.25 1.13
4.57 1.14
9.01
1.71 0.86
4.00 1.00
7.87
2.11 1.06
3.89 0.97
6.10
1.94 0.97
3.95 0.99
7.3

16
effic. speedup
0.78
10.82
1.13
14.37
0.98
12.19
0.76
11.49
0.91
12.21

effic.
0.68
0.90
0.76
0.72
0.77

4.1.5. Parallel independent-thread GRASP with path-relinking for AP3. We study the parallel efficiency of the multiple-walk independent-thread GRASP with path-relinking on
AP3 instances B-S 20.1, B-S 22.1, B-S 24.1, and B-S 26.1 of Balas and Saltzman [8]
using 7, 8, 7, and 8 as target solution values, respectively. Table 1 shows the estimated exponential distribution parameters for the multiple-walk independent-thread GRASP with
path-relinking strategy obtained from 200 independent runs of a sequential variant of the
algorithm. In addition to the sequential variant, 60 independent runs of 2-, 4-, 8-, and
16-thread variants were run on the four test problems. Average speedups were computed
dividing the sum of the execution times of the independent parallel program executing on
one processor by the sum of the execution times of the parallel program on 2, 4, 8, and 16
processors, for 60 runs. The execution times of the independent parallel program executing
on one processor and the execution times of the sequential program are approximately the
same. The average speedups can be seen in Table 2 and Figure 9.
4.1.6. Parallel cooperative-thread GRASP with path-relinking for AP3. We now study the
multiple-walk cooperative-thread strategy for GRASP with path-relinking on the AP3. As
with the independent-thread GRASP with path-relinking strategy, the target solution values
7, 8, 7, and 8 were used for instances B-S 20.1, B-S 22.1, B-S 24.1, and B-S 26.1,
respectively. Table 3 and Figure 10 show super-linear speedups on instances B-S 22.1,
B-S 24.1, and B-S 26.1 and about 90% efficiency for B-S 20.1. Super-linear speedups
are possible because good elite solutions are shared among the threads and are combined
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F IGURE 9. Average speedups on 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors for multiplewalk independent-thread parallel GRASP with path-relinking on AP3
instances B-S 20.1, B-S 22.1, B-S 24.1, and B-S 26.1.

TABLE 3. Speedups for multiple-walk cooperative-thread implementations of GRASP with path-relinking on instances B-S 20.1, B-S 22.1,
B-S 24.1, and B-S 26.1, with target values 7, 8, 7, and 8, respectively.
Average speedups were computed over 60 runs.

Problem
B-S 20.1
B-S 22.1
B-S 24.1
B-S 26.1
average

number of processors
2
4
8
speedup effic. speedup effic. speedup
1.56 0.78
3.47 0.88
7.37
1.64 0.82
4.22 1.06
8.83
2.16 1.10
4.00 1.00
9.38
2.16 1.08
5.30 1.33
9.55
1.88 0.95
4.24 1.07
8.78

16
effic. speedup
0.92
14.36
1.10
18.78
1.17
19.29
1.19
16.00
1.10
17.10

effic.
0.90
1.04
1.21
1.00
1.04

with GRASP solutions, whereas they would not be combined in an independent-thread
implementation.
Figure 11 compares average speedup of the two implementations tested in this section, namely the multiple-walk independent-thread and multiple-walk cooperative-thread
GRASP with path-relinking implementations using target solution values 7, 8, 7, and 8, on
the same instances. The figure shows that the cooperative variant of GRASP with pathrelinking achieves the best parallelization.
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F IGURE 10. Average speedups on 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors for
multiple-walk cooperative-thread parallel GRASP with path-relinking
on AP3 instances B-S 20.1, B-S 22.1, B-S 24.1, and B-S 26.1.
4.2. Job shop scheduling.
4.2.1. Problem formulation. The job shop scheduling problem (JSP) is an NP-hard [38]
combinatorial optimization problem that has long challenged researchers. It consists in
processing a finite set of jobs on a finite set of machines. Each job is required to complete
a set of operations in a fixed order. Each operation is processed on a specific machine
for a fixed duration. Each machine can process at most one job at a time and once a
job initiates processing on a given machine, it must complete processing on that machine
without interruption. A schedule is a mapping of operations to time slots on the machines.
The makespan is the maximum completion time of the jobs. The objective of the JSP is to
find a schedule that minimizes the makespan.
A feasible solution of the JSP can be built from a permutation of the set of jobs J on
each of the machines in the set M , observing the precedence constraints, the restriction
that a machine can process only one operation at a time, and requiring that once started,
processing of an operation cannot be interrupted until its completion. Since each set of
feasible permutations has a corresponding schedule, the objective of the JSP is to find,
among the feasible permutations, the one with the smallest makespan.
4.2.2. GRASP construction. Consider the GRASP construction phase for the JSP, proposed in Binato et al. [12] and Aiex, Binato, and Resende [2], where a single operation
is the building block of the construction phase. A feasible schedule is built by scheduling
individual operations, one at a time, until all operations have been scheduled.
While constructing a feasible schedule, not all operations can be selected at a given
j
stage of the construction. An operation σk can only be scheduled if all prior operations
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F IGURE 11. Average speedups on 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors for the parallel algorithms tested on instances of AP3: multiple-walk independentthread GRASP with path-relinking and multiple-walk cooperativethread GRASP with path-relinking.

of job j have already been scheduled. Therefore, at each construction phase iteration, at
most |J | operations are candidates to be scheduled. Let this set of candidate operations be
denoted by Oc and the set of already scheduled operations by Os . Denote the value of the
j
j
greedy function for candidate operation σk by h(σk ).
j
j
j
The greedy choice is to next schedule operation σk = argmin(h(σk ) | σk ∈ Oc ). Let
j
j
j
j
j
σk = argmax(h(σk ) | σk ∈ Oc ), h = h(σk ), and h = h(σk ). Then, the GRASP restricted
candidate list (RCL) is defined as
j

j

RCL = {σk ∈ Oc | h ≤ h(σk ) ≤ h + α(h − h)},
where α is a parameter such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
A typical iteration of the GRASP construction is summarized as follows: a partial
schedule (which is initially empty) is on hand, the next operation to be scheduled is selected
from the RCL and is added to the partial schedule, resulting in a new partial schedule. The
selected operation is inserted into the earliest available feasible time slot on machine M σ j .
k
Construction ends when the partial schedule is complete, i.e. all operations have been
scheduled.
The algorithm uses two greedy functions. Even numbered iterations use a greedy funcj
tion based on the makespan resulting from the inclusion of operation σ k to the alreadyj
j
scheduled operations, i.e. h(σk ) = Cmax for O = {Os ∪ σk }. On odd numbered iterations,
solutions are constructed by favoring operations from jobs having long remaining processj
j
ing times. The greedy function used is given by h(σk ) = − ∑σ j 6∈O pl , which measures the
l

s
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TABLE 4. Estimated exponential distribution parameters µ and λ obtained with 200 independent runs of a sequential GRASP with pathrelinking on JSP instances abz6, mt10, orb5, and la21, with target values 943, 938, 895, and 1100, respectively.
estimated
parameter
Problem
µ
λ |µ|/λ
abz6
47.67 756.56
.06
mt10
305.27 524.23
.58
orb5
130.12 395.41
.32
la21
175.20 407.73
.42
average
.34
remaining processing time for job j. The use of two different greedy functions produce a
greater diversity of initial solutions to be used by the local search.
4.2.3. Local search. To attempt to decrease the makespan of the solution produced in the
construction phase, we employ the 2-exchange local search used in [2, 12, 66], based on
the disjunctive graph model of Roy and Sussmann [63]. We refer the reader to [2, 12] for
a description of the implementation of the local search procedure.
4.2.4. Path-relinking. Path-relinking for job shop scheduling is similar to path-relinking
for three-index assignment. Where in the case of three-index assignment each solution is
represented by two permutation arrays, in the job shop scheduling problem, each solution
is made up of |M | permutation arrays of numbers 1, 2, . . . , |J |.
4.2.5. Parallel independent-thread GRASP with path-relinking for JSP. We study the efficiency of the multiple-walk independent-thread GRASP with path-relinking on JSP instances abz6, mt10, orb5, and la21 of ORLib [10] using 943, 938, 895, and 1100 as
target solution values, respectively. Table 4 shows the estimated exponential distribution
parameters for the multiple-walk independent-thread GRASP with path-relinking strategy
obtained from 200 independent runs of a sequential variant of the algorithm. In addition
to the sequential variant, 60 independent runs of 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-thread variants were run
on the four test problems. As before, average speedups were computed dividing the sum
of the execution times of the independent parallel program executing on one processor by
the sum of the execution times of the parallel program on 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors, for 60
runs. The average speedups can be seen in Table 5 and Figure 12.
Compared to the efficiencies observed on the AP3 instances, those for these instances
of the JSP were much worse. While with 16 processors average speedups of 12.2 were
computed for the AP3, average speedups of only 5.9 were computed for the JSP. This is
consistent with the |µ|/λ values, which were on average .34 for the JSP, and 0.02 for the
AP3.
4.2.6. Parallel cooperative-thread GRASP with path-relinking for JSP. We now study the
multiple-walk cooperative-thread strategy for GRASP with path-relinking on the JSP. As
with the independent-thread GRASP with path-relinking strategy, the target solution values
943, 938, 895, and 1100 were used for instances abz6, mt10, orb5, and la21, respectively.
Table 6 and Figure 13 show super-linear speedups on instances abz6 and mt10, linear
speedup on orb5 and about 70% efficiency for la21. As before, super-linear speedups
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TABLE 5. Speedups for multiple-walk independent-thread implementations of GRASP with path-relinking on instances abz6, mt10, orb5, and
la21, with target values 943, 938, 895, and 1100, respectively. Speedups
are computed with the average of 60 runs.
number of processors
2
4
8
Problem speedup effic. speedup effic. speedup
abz6
2.00 1.00
3.36 0.84
6.44
mt10
1.57 0.79
2.12 0.53
3.03
orb5
1.95 0.98
2.97 0.74
3.99
la21
1.64 0.82
2.25 0.56
3.14
average
1.79 0.90
2.67 0.67
4.15

16
effic. speedup
0.81
10.51
0.39
4.05
0.50
5.36
0.39
3.72
0.52
5.91

effic.
0.66
0.25
0.34
0.23
0.37
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F IGURE 12. Average speedups on 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors for
multiple-walk independent-thread parallel GRASP with path-relinking
on JSP instances abz6, mt10, orb5, and la21.
are possible because good elite solutions are shared among the threads and these elite
solutions are combined with GRASP solutions whereas they would not be combined in an
independent-thread implementation.
Figure 14 compares the average speedup of the two implementations tested in this section, namely implementations of the multiple-walk independent-thread and multiple-walk
cooperative-thread GRASP with path-relinking using target solution values 943, 938, 895,
and 1100, on instances abz6, mt10, orb5, and la21, respectively.
The figure shows that the cooperative variant of GRASP with path-relinking achieves
the best parallelization.
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TABLE 6. Speedups for multiple-walk cooperative-thread implementations of GRASP with path-relinking on instances abz6, mt10, orb5, and
la21, with target values 943, 938, 895, and 1100, respectively. Average
speedups were computed over 60 runs.
number of processors
2
4
8
Problem speedup effic. speedup effic. speedup
abz6
2.40 1.20
4.21 1.05
11.43
mt10
1.75 0.88
4.58 1.15
8.36
orb5
2.10 1.05
4.91 1.23
8.89
la21
2.23 1.12
4.47 1.12
7.54
average
2.12 1.06
4.54 1.14
9.05

16
effic. speedup
1.43
23.58
1.05
16.97
1.11
15.76
0.94
11.41
1.13
16.93

effic.
1.47
1.06
0.99
0.71
1.06
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F IGURE 13. Average speedups on 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors for
multiple-walk cooperative-thread parallel GRASP with path-relinking
on JSP instances abz6, mt10, orb5, and la21.

4.3. 2-path network design problem.
4.3.1. Problem formulation. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph, where V is the set of
nodes and E is the set of edges. A k-path between nodes s,t ∈ V is a sequence of at most
k edges connecting them. Given a non-negative weight function w : E → R + associated
with the edges of G and a set D of pairs of origin-destination nodes, the 2-path network
design problem (2PNDP) consists of finding a minimum weighted subset of edges E 0 ⊆ E
containing a 2-path between every origin-destination pair.
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F IGURE 14. Average speedups on 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors for the parallel algorithms tested on instances of JSP: multiple-walk independentthread GRASP with path-relinking and multiple-walk cooperativethread GRASP with path-relinking.
Applications of 2PNDP can be found in the design of communications networks, in
which paths with few edges are sought to enforce high reliability and small delays. 2PNDP
was shown to be NP-hard by Dahl and Johannessen [17].
4.3.2. GRASP construction. The construction of a new solution begins by the initialization
of modified edge weights with the original edge weights. Each iteration of the construction
phase starts by the random selection of an origin-destination pair still in D. A shortest 2path between the extremities of this pair is computed, using the modified edge weights.
The weights of the edges in this 2-path are set to zero until the end of the construction
procedure, the origin-destination pair is removed from D, and a new iteration resumes.
The construction phase stops when 2-paths have been computed for all origin-destination
pairs.
4.3.3. Local search. The local search phase seeks to improve each solution built in the
construction phase. Each solution may be viewed as a set of 2-paths, one for each origindestination pair in D. To introduce some diversity by driving different applications of the
local search to different local optima, the origin-destination pairs are investigated at each
GRASP iteration in a circular order defined by a different random permutation of their
original indices.
Each 2-path in the current solution is tentatively eliminated. The weights of the edges
used by other 2-paths are temporarily set to zero, while those which are not used by other
2-paths in the current solution are restored to their original values. A new shortest 2path between the extremities of the origin-destination pair under investigation is computed,
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using the modified weights. If the new 2-path improves the current solution, then the latter
is modified; otherwise the previous 2-path is restored. The search stops if the current
solution was not improved after a sequence of |D| iterations along which all 2-paths have
been investigated. Otherwise, the next 2-path in the current solution is investigated for
substitution and a new iteration resumes.
4.3.4. Path-relinking. A solution to 2PNDP is represented as a set of 2-paths connecting
each origin-destination pair. Path-relinking starts by determining all origin-destination
pairs whose associated 2-paths are different in the starting and guiding solutions. These
computations amount to determining a set of moves which should be applied to the initial
solution to reach the guiding one. Each move is characterized by a pair of 2-paths, one to
be inserted and the other to be eliminated from the current solution.
4.3.5. Parallel implementations of GRASP with path-relinking for 2PNDP. As for problems AP3 and JSP, in the case of the independent-thread parallel implementation of GRASP
with path-relinking for 2PNDP, each processor has a copy of the sequential algorithm, a
copy of the data, and its own pool of elite solutions. One processor acts as the master,
reading and distributing the problem data, generating the seeds which will be used by the
pseudo-random number generators at each processor, distributing the iterations, and collecting the best solution found by each processor. All the p available processors perform
GRASP iterations.
However, in the case of the cooperative-thread parallel implementation of GRASP with
path-relinking for 2PNDP, the master handles a centralized pool of elite solutions, collecting and distributing them upon request (recall that in the case of AP3 and JSP each
processor had its own pool of elite solutions). The p − 1 slaves exchange the elite solutions
found along their search trajectories. In the proposed implementation for 2PNDP, each
slave may send up to three different solutions to the master at each iteration: the solution
obtained by local search, and the solutions w1 and w2 obtained by forward and backward
path-relinking [57] between the same pair of starting and guiding solutions, respectively.
4.3.6. Computational results. The results illustrated in this section concern an instance
with 100 nodes, 4950 edges, and 1000 origin-destination pairs. We use the methodology
proposed in [5] to assess experimentally the behavior of randomized algorithms. This
approach is based on plots showing empirical distributions of the random variable time
to target solution value. To plot the empirical distribution, we fix a solution target value
and run each algorithm 200 times, recording the running time when a solution with cost at
least as good as the target value is found. For each algorithm, we associate with the i-th
sorted running time ti a probability pi = (i − 12 )/200 and plot the points zi = (ti , pi ), for
i = 1, . . . , 200.
Results obtained for both the independent-thread and the cooperative-thread parallel implementations of GRASP with path-relinking on the above instance with the target value
set at 683 are reported in Figure 15. The cooperative implementation is already faster than
the independent one for eight processors. For fewer processors the independent implementation is naturally faster, since it employs all p processors in the search (while only p − 1
slave processors take part effectively in the computations performed by the cooperative
implementation).
Three different strategies were investigated to further improve the performance of the
cooperative-thread implementation, by reducing the cost of the communication between
the master and the slaves when the number of processors increases:
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F IGURE 15. Running times for 200 runs of (a) the multiple-walk
independent-thread and (b) the multiple-walk cooperative-thread implementations of GRASP with path-relinking using two processors and with
the target solution value set at 683.

(1) Each send operation is broken in two parts. First, the slave sends only the cost of
the solution to the master. If this solution is better than the worst solution in the
pool, then the full solution is sent. The number of messages increases, but most of
them will be very small ones with light memory requirements.
(2) Only one solution is sent to the pool at each GRASP iteration.
(3) A distributed implementation, in which each slave handles its own pool of elite
solutions. Every time a processor finds a new elite solution, the latter is broadcast
to the others.
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Comparative results for these three strategies on the same problem instance are plotted
in Figure 16. The first strategy outperformed all others.
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F IGURE 16. Strategies for improving the performance of the centralized
multiple-walk cooperative-thread implementation on eight processors.
Table 7 shows the average computation times and the best solutions found over ten runs
of each strategy when the total number of GRASP iterations is set at 3200. There is a
clear degradation in solution quality for the independent-thread strategy when the number
of processors increases. As fewer iterations are performed by each processor, the pool
of elite solutions gets poorer with the increase in the number of processors. Since the
processors do not communicate, the overall solution quality is worse. In the case of the
cooperative strategy, the information shared by the processors guarantees the high quality
of the solutions in the pool. The cooperative implementation is more robust. Very good
solutions are obtained with no degradation in quality and significant speedups.
TABLE 7. Average times and best solutions over ten runs for 2PNDP.
independent
cooperative
processors best value
avg. time (s) best value
avg. time (s)
1
673
1310.1
—
—
2
676
686.8
676
1380.9
4
680
332.7
673
464.1
8
687
164.1
676
200.9
16
692
81.7
674
97.5
32
702
41.3
678
74.6

5. C ONCLUSION
Metaheuristics, such as GRASP, have found their way into the standard toolkit of combinatorial optimization methods. Parallel computers have increasingly found their way into
metaheuristics.
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In this chapter, we surveyed work on the parallelization of GRASP. We first showed
that the random variable time to target solution value for GRASP heuristics fits a twoparameter (shifted) exponential distribution. Under the mild assumption that the product of
the number of processors by the shift in the distribution is small compared to the standard
deviation of the distribution, linear speedups can be expected in parallel multiple-walk
independent-thread implementations. We illustrated with an application to the maximum
satisfiability problem a case where this occurs.
Path-relinking has been increasingly used to introduce memory in the otherwise memoryless original GRASP procedure. The hydridization of GRASP and path-relinking has
led to some effective multiple-walk cooperative-thread implementations. Collaboration
between the threads is usually achieved by sharing elite solutions, either in a single centralized pool or in distributed pools. In some of these implementations, super-linear speedups
are achieved even for cases where little speedup occurs in multiple-walk independentthread variants.
Parallel cooperative implementations of metaheuristics lead to significant speedups,
smaller computation times, and more robust algorithms. However, they demand more
programming efforts and implementation skills. The three applications described in this
survey illustrate the strategies and programming skills involved in the development of robust and efficient parallel cooperative implementations of GRASP.
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